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The M1 Abrams was the most radical departure in US tank design since World War II. Until the
advent of the M1 in the early 1980s, the US Army had relied on the steady evolution of the M26
Pershing tank, through the M46, M47, M48 and M60. The M1 design came at a time when there
were a host of important new tank technologies coming to fruition, in terms of structure and
weaponry: these were integrated into it. This book details the design, development and operational
use of one of the world's best main battle tanks.
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This book, having been written in the early 1990s, concentrates on the M1A1 Abrams tank that was
used in the Gulf War of 1991. However, Zaloga does not skimp on the Abrams' developmental
history, starting off with the M26 Pershing-derived Patton and M60 series and the failed MBT-70 and
XM803 tanks of the late Vietnam era. He also describes the competition between the Chrysler and
General Motors prototypes and the German Leopard II entry, and how a modified Chrysler model
with the novel turbine engine won out. Also described in some detail is the composition of the
Burlington/Chobham armor, including millimeter-equivalent of protection on the front of both the
original M1 and the later M1A1 tanks. The main guns and their ammunition are covered in detail,
including muzzle velocity and penetration figures for various rounds. Rounding out the development
with a discussion of fire control system and staged upgrades, Zaloga moves on to the operational
history during the Gulf War.Considering the age of the original text, it is impressive that Zaloga

covers upgrades that have only recently been implemented such as the M1A1-D and M1A2
digitized tanks. Naturally, more recent developments such as AIM and M1A2SEP are missing, as
these are just now entering service. In the last pages, he includes several line drawings showing
profiles of the four major variants of the Abrams tank, facilitating easy comparison. He also
mentions the armored recovery vehicle which was not procured, and the bridgelayer which is just
now entering service as the M104 Wolverine after nearly being cancelled outright.

Overall a good book but could have used tighter editing. I would give it a 4.5 if I could.It was
published in January of 1993 so he was busy researching and writing in the years that followed the
First Gulf War. The backdrop was a victorious US Army and the M1 played a vital role in that victory.
It was a tank that everyone wanted to know more about.He covers most major topics about the tank
but none in much detail which is understandable given the limited page count of the Osprey books.
He discusses the story of the development of the M1 but for a more detailed treatment I would
recommend you read Orr Kelly's book, "King of the Killing Zone". I have not yet read Hunnicutt's
book about the M1 so I cannot say how Kelly and Hunnicutt compare.There are, however, some
minor problems with this book.Pictures are flipped reversing right and left. The dog house, another
name for the structure housing the gunner's primary sight, is always on the right side of the tank in
front of the tank commander's 50 cal MG. The external APU was mounted on the right rear. Pictures
appear to be flipped on pages - 1, 17, 19, 20, 38 top left.On page 8 Dr. Philip Lett Jun is metioned.
With a last name of Jun is he Korean? Nope, apparently Osprey always translates US English into
the Queen's English where Jun. is an abbreviation for Junior which would be more recognizable if
they had left it as the American English abbreviation Jr. Armour and Programme are spellings that I
am familiar with but why do this in the first place? Zaloga was born in the USA and went to school
and received his degrees in the USA. The Queen's English does not come naturally to him. Why
translate his manuscript into the Queen's English?
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